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ABSTRACT

It is a well-known fact that any smooth closed plane curve with nowhere vanishing cur-
vature has at least four vertices (local extremum points of its curvature). A generalization of this
statement for the case of space curves is known as a conjecture of P. Scherk. Here we sketch the
proof of this conjecture.
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1. The main result

Consider a smooth ( C -embedded) closed connected curve in 2-

/? 3

dimensional Euclidean space rs .

Definition 1.1. The Intersection of all serai-spacea which

contain this curve is called its convex hull.

Definition 1.2. The curve is called convex if it lies on the

boundary of its convex hull.

Let the curvei have nowhere vanishing curvature.

Definition 1.3. Zero-torsion points of the curve are called

its vertices.

P.Scherk [4] conjectured that any closed convex space curve

has at least four vertices. Many authors proved this conjecture for

curves satisfying some restrictive conditions. For example, M.C.

Romero-Fuster in [2j showed that the conjecture of P.Scherk is

true for generic curves (the survey of other results see in [3] ),

We proved, Scherk's conjecture for the whole set of convex L- ~

curves with nowhere vanishing curvature,
D3Theorem 1,4. Every smooth closed connected convex curve in rs

with nowhere vanishing curvature has at least four vertices.

A sketched proof of this theorem is given in § 3. A detailed

proof will appear in a forthcoming paper.



Remark 1.5- If a space curve is generic then i ts front ( i .e . a

set of all tangent planes to this curve) is a singular surface with

cusped edges, swallowtails and transversal self-intersections (see

[5 ] )• Since front^s swallowtails are defined by the osculating

plan atvertioea of the curve then (according to Theorem 1.4) we

have the following!

a) the front of a smooth closed convex generic curve has at

least four swallowtails;

b) the dual curve ( i .e . a set of all osculating planes to the

initial curve) which is a closure of front's cusped edges has at

least four cusp points;

c) the self-intersection line of the front has at least four

end-points.

2. Auxiliary statements

First remind some notions which will be used below.

Definition 2.1. A tangent plane to the smooth space curve is

called a support plane if the curve lies entirely in one of the two

closed half-spaces defined by this plane.

Definition 2.2. A segment PQ which connects two points Pf Q

of the curve and has no other points of this curve is called

a chord.

Definition 2.3. Any open connected simply-oonnected set of the

curve is called an arc.

The proof of theorem 1.4 is based on the two following

statements.

Proposition 2,4. Let the torsion at some point of a smooth curve

D 3

in r\ be inot equal to zero. Then there exists an arc containing thiB

point such that the curve has no common tangent planes at any two

points of this arc.

D3

Proposition 2.5. Let a smooth closed convex curve in K have

nowhere vanishing curvature and the number of its vertices be fini-

te. Then the number of such points P that the tangent line to this

curve at P has more than one common point with the curve is also

finite.

The proof of Proposition 2.4 ia a straightforward calculation.
Proposition 2.5 follows from the two lemmas.

D3Lemma 2.6. Let the torsion of a smooth convex curve in K

at the points P and Q be not equal to zero. Then the straight

line r(j( tangents this curve at the point P if and only if it

tangents the curve at Q .
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Lemma 2.7. Let a smooth, closed curve in K has nowhere vani-

shing curvature. Then the number of such points H that the tan-

gent line to this curve at P tangents the curve at some other

points is finite.

3. A sketched proof of Theorem 1.4

Let / be a smooth closed connected convex curve in A with

nowhere vanishing curvature. Suppose that the number of vertices

of the curve ' is finite. Then / is not plane and the boundary

V of its convex hull is homeomorphic to a 2-dimensional sphere

(see [i] ).

The curve / defines a split of the surface V

into two closed parts V ? V which are homeomorphic to disks. Let

if be a set of points oft/ at which either the torsion i s equal to zero

or the tangent line to the curve / has more than one common point

with / . According to Proposition 2.5 the set ft i s f in i te .

Lemma 3 . 1 . Eor any point P & I ^ M there exist points

e T s P such that the chords PQ C V +,

Fix some point P € / N /v and consider points 6f , K from

the above lemma. Since the set M i s f ini te then the point P can

be chosen so that the points Gf , fs ̂  ' /• .

Let L i , L 2 "be the arcs (of the curve / ) with the ends

r , W and L^ , L>z be the arcs with the ends P , R. , i.e.

, L*r\L*t = 0 ,
, qnL- - 0 .

Then Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.4 imply the following statement.

Lemma 3.2. On every arc L £ ( L.^ ) } I ~ t,Z there exists

a contracting system of arcs such that

a) the end-points of every arc define a chord lying on the surface

V { V ,respectively);

b) the intersection of these arcB i s a vertex A • ( r\ •

respectively) of the curve /

One can show that a l l the vertices f\ ^ , r\^ f r\^ , r\ 2 are

dis t inc t . Thus the curve I has at least four vert ices. Q.B.D.
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